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This document elaborates both the design and functionality of a chunk
of VHDL code aimed at characterizing various aspects of incoming pulse and
signal data from a photo‐detector fed into a Field Programmable Gate Array
(FPGA) via an onboard ASIC acting as an oscilloscope. The actual code with
original comments is included in bulk in Appendix A. A testbench offering
fabricated and easily manipulated triangular pulses for the purposes of
simulation is given in appendix B.

Motivation
It is computationally advantageous to perform various data analysis functions on an input signal
from the photo‐detector in real time rather than outputting the raw signal to software which will make
such calculations after the device is finished taking data. Specifically, we would like to know the time of
arrival of a given pulse as well as various features of the pulse waveform such as its average height, its
full width at half maximum, its rising and falling times, the height of its peak(s), and the number of
electrons it represents. Additional data related to the baseline (non‐pulse) signal such as its overall
average, its standard deviation, and its significance is also useful for calibrating the actual pulse data.
Approach and Implementation
The timing analysis is structured around three different possible approaches, as outlined in
Signal Processing for Pico‐second Resolution Timing Measurements[1]: the first of these is multiple
threshold discriminator which records the time at which the pulse breaches various (here three)
different predetermined threshold heights, the second a leading edge discriminator which performs a
linear fit to the three threshold data points and identifies the time of the fit’s zero‐crossing, and the
final method is a constant fraction discriminator which outputs the time at which the pulse attains a
predetermined fraction of its peak value. The other signal analysis procedures are carried out with
straightforward computational techniques expounded on below.

As presented here, the above processes are executed in one process of a single, thus admittedly
unmanageably large VHDL entity. Though we acknowledge the potential efficacy of reducing this
monolith into more tenable functional units (components) at a later point, we nonetheless present the
code in its current form since the exact form of such a structural model depends heavily on the desired
form of output and input, which are underspecified at this time. For the purposes of this code it is
assumed that the input is a 12 bit (totally arbitrary and easy to change) pulse reading in parallel, and
that the outputs are similarly of 12 bit length and in parallel. At this time though we are more interested
in developing and simulating the relevant functions rather than optimizing how these constituents all fit
together, pending more concrete input and output specs.
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Shared va
ariables
Th
he code utilizzes a number of shared variables an undderstanding o
of which is neecessary to
comprehe
end the functtion of any of the sub‐proccesses. At eveery clock leading edge, thee 12 bit input is
converted
d into an integger (affection
nately named ‘pulsar’) in oone of the cod
de’s perambu
ulatory clausees.
This integger is then sto
ored in the first bin of a me
emory array ‘‘pulsarsave.’ Every subsequent clock cyycle
first shiftss the existing data into the
e (n+1)st bin and stores new
w data in bin zero, effectin
ng a memory of
the pulse of storage sizze ‘savescope
e’ number of bins, specifieed in a constant declaration. An identicaal
t store the background
b
signal in ‘pulsaarbasesave,’ w
which also haas size savesco
ope.
process iss carried out to
Th
he variable acccsec acts as the global sto
opwatch, as itt increases in
n value by onee unit at each
h
clock lead
ding edge.
Many
M
of the caalculated resu
ults are used in later proceesses, and if tthis is the case, the calculaated
result is sttored in a quaasi‐permanen
nt shared variable (which iis overwritten
n whenever a new result is
calculated
d), while the original
o
resultt is converted
d to parallel bbinary output , which destrroys the integger
data by re
educing it bacck to zero. Parallel output is scheduled to last until tthe signal valu
ue changes, w
which
using our test bench iss three clock cycles—this
c
can
c of course be modified to meet desired output
specifications.

Elaboratio
on and Simu
ulation of TTiming Analyses
Multi‐thrreshold timiing analysis
Th
he functional unit for all th
hree thresholld discriminattors consists o
of the followiing (condenseed)
snippet off code:
if pulsar>=multithreshold(0
0) and inhibit=
=0 and pulsarrsave(1)<multtithreshold(0) then
eventprintt(0):=accsec;
eventprintread(0):=eventprint(0);
for q in 11 downto 0 loo
op
‐‐(PARALLELIZE OUTTPUT to O)‐‐
if q=0 then
inhibit:=1;
end if;
end loop;
end if;
Code snip
ppet 1: triggerr for first threeshold, with th
he parallelizaation of outpuut abbreviated
d for readabillity
Th
he saving of the
t current clock time (acccsec) into eveentprint(0‐2) iis triggered at the first tim
me
pulsar excceeds the give
en threshold value, which is thus also w
when the last stored data point is still b
below
the thresh
hold. This setup does not require
r
the pulse to equal the threshold for accurate output, and
d it
moreoverr ensures thatt the falling edge of the pu
ulse is not couunted as the aarrival of a neew pulse.
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After the parallelization hass been executted, an inhibiitor effectivelly breaks the process to
prevent continued stutttering and in
nvalid output.. This negativve feedback iss reset in a peerambulatoryy
clause wh
henever the pulse
p
signal ch
hanges to allo
ow for continuued data processing.
A waveform simulation usin
ng triangular pulses of lineearly increasin
ng peak heigh
ht, starting att 25
volts (unitts can be changed) and thrreshold value
es of 5, 8, andd 10 respectivvely is presen
nted below:

ulti‐threshold discriminatio
on simulation with four triaangular pulsees of linearly iincreasing height.
Fig. 1: Mu
Clock sign
nal is at top, binary
b
value of
o input pulse in middle, annd multithreshhold output a
at bottom. Tim
me in
picosecon
nds with 100p
ps per full clocck cycle.
Zo
ooming in on the second pulse:
p

ulti‐threshold readout in pss of second pu
ulse (see fig. 11) with triggeer thresholds at 5, 8, and 1
10
Fig. 2: Mu
volts, pulsse height 26 volts
v
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It should be mentioned that there is a de
elay of one cllock cycle bettween the tim
me at which the
threshold is breached and the time of the output, which thenn lasts until th
he pulse valuee changes (heere, 3
full cycless). In all otherr simulations performed with
w varying puulse shapes aand sizes, the algorithm wo
orks
as anticipated.

Leading Edge
E
Discrim
minator
Liinear regressiion timing analysis based on
o the respecctive times att which the pu
ulse breachess the
three thre
esholds (abovve) is initiated
d by a positive
e feedback vaariable ‘threeeyep’ which iss turned on w
when
the third threshold
t
is crossed.
c
A line
ear fit is then performed, aand the fit is traced to zero (or the baseline
average) and
a the time of the zero‐ccrossing recorrded:
t
if threeyep=1 then
xmean:=
x
(eve
entprint(0) + eventprint(1)
e
+ eventprintt(2))/3;
ymean:= (100
00*multithre
eshold(0) + 10
000*multithreeshold(1) + 10000*multithrreshold(2))/3;;
for I in
n 0 to 2 loop
ssxx:=ssxx + (eventprint(i)‐xmean)**22;
ssxy:=ssxy + ((‐1)*xmean
n*ymean + 10000*eventpriint(i)*multith
hreshold(i));
end loop;
linfitzero:=xm
l
mean — (ymean*ssxx)/ssxyy;
for u in 11 downto
d
0 loo
op
‐‐(PAR
RALLELIZE OUTPUT to OL)—
—
end loop;
end if;
Code snip
ppet 2: triggerr for Leading Edge Discriminator, showiing linear fit aalgorithm and
d with the
paralleliza
ation of outpu
ut abbreviateed
Th
he linear fit algorithm[2] co
omputes the slope of the ffit, b where yy=a+bx, as b=sssxy/ssxx usin
ng
ssxx=sum(xi^2‐xmean^
^2) and ssxy=
=sum(xi*yi‐xm
mean*ymean)), with I from 1 to 3. Solvin
ng for the x
intercept (‐a/b), the de
esired outputt time is found
d to be xmea n‐ymean/b.
Th
he mean of x (the time axiis, picosecond
ds) and y (vol tage axis) aree computed in
way
n the usual w
with one very
v
important exception;; it was found
d that the raw
w least squarees fitting algorithm introdu
uces a
significantt truncation error,
e
and in order
o
to mitiggate this ymeean is multipliied by 1000, aand this is
removed from the finaal answer by including a factor of 1000 in the ssxy caalculation (theey cancel in the
end becau
use the final output
o
contains a ymean/ssxy term; alsso note the first term in sssxy calculation
does NOTT get multiplie
ed by 1000 sin
nce it alreadyy contains a yymean term). Larger multip
pliers were pllayed
with, but few gains we
ere made for numbers
n
high
her than 10000.
At least for the
e triangular pulses with wh
hich much of the simulatio
on work was d
done, this meethod
is (predicttably) by far the
t most exacct (since the leading edgess are already lines, the lineear regression
n is
exact), de
eviating from the expected
d values only by a few clocck cycles, whicch we attribu
ute to further
truncation
n errors.
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A simulation of the leading edge discrim
minator is incluuded below. As an illustraative examplee of
the aforem
mentioned acccuracy of thiis method forr triangular puulses, note th
hat the first output offered
d by
this discriminator givess time=1, whiich is exactly when our tesstbench says the pulse sho
ould start.

Fig.3: Leading Edge Disscriminator reeadout (in ps)) on bottom, with multi‐thhreshold and p
pulse readoutts
above forr reference; trrigger thresho
olds 5, 8, and
d 10 volts, pullse height 25, 26, and 27 vvolts respectivvely

Constantt Fraction Diiscriminatorr
ough a list of
A constant fracction discrimiination could be carried ouut by literallyy running thro
stored values, but here
e we’ve imple
emented a more computattionally conseervative meth
hod of attenu
uating
the incom
ming pulse to 30% of its original value an
nd comparingg it to a pulsee delayed by a pre‐determined
amount. The
T time at which
w
these tw
wo are equal (or more pre cisely, when their differen
nce is zero) is the
recorded output. The operational
o
code is:
if (pulssar>multithre
eshold(0)) and
d inhibit_cfd==0 then
if ((‐30*pulsar/10+10*pulsarsave(dellay)) > 0) then
n
eventprint((3):=accsec‐delay;
end if;
nto 0 loop
for v in 11 down
‐‐(P
PARALLELIZE OUTPUT
O
to O
OCFD)—
if v=0
v then
inh
hibit_cfd:=1;
end
d if;
end loop;
end if;
Code snip
ppet 3: CFD triigger body, with
w the paralllelization of ooutput abbrevviated for rea
adability
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Th
he calculation
n is initiated when
w
the firstt threshold iss breached, an
nd we have aagain multiplied
through by
b 10 to avoid
d truncation errors
e
(only th
he relative sh apes of the p
pulses are releevant here, so
o we
can multip
ply away with
h impunity). The
T delay time is subtracteed from the fiinal answer to offset the d
delay
used in th
he calculation. Also to note
e is our use off a negative ffeedback inhibitor, which o
our simulatio
ons
have show
wn to eliminaate anomalous output.
he parameterrs upon which
h our approach was basedd were roughlly optimized[11] for real pho
oto‐
Th
detector waveforms,
w
and
a thus, thou
ugh this CFD still perform notably better than our aabove
multithreshold approach, we have not
n taken the
e time to atteempt to optim
mize the param
meters for eaach of
ding edge
our simulation trials, and thus they output a time significantlyy later than the above lead
b
discriminaator. A sample simulation is exhibited below:

Fig.4: Con
nstant Discrim
minator reado
out (in ps) on bottom,
b
with multi‐threshhold and pulsee readouts ab
bove
for referen
nce; trigger thresholds at 5,
5 8, and 10 volts,
v
pulse heeight 25, 26, aand 27 volts respectively
Due to the con
ncomitant pro
ocessing delay associated w
with the delaayed signal, th
he output is isssued
substantiaally later than
n in the above
e two method
ds which eachh had delays of only one clock cycle
between trigger
t
and output; in the first pulse of this simulatioon, the reado
out occurs a ffull 11 cycles after
the calculated arrival time of 9 clock cycles (i.e. the
t readout iss on the 20th cycle). Nonettheless, the p
pulse
a long as the
e pulses of the other two methods.
m
If thhe readout deelay becomess too long and
d gets
lasts just as
confused with other in
ncoming pulse
es, it would be easy to addd a few extra channels to tthe output in
order to laabel or at the
e very least in
ndicate the paarity (say, ma rk it with a ‘00’ or ‘1’ to disttinguish it fro
om
earlier/latter pulse dataa) of the pulse
e in question in order to a void such con
nfusion.
hough the arm
ming conditio
on might seem
m to be a littl e too lax in th
hat it might p
prematurely
Th
terminate
e the process before the caalculation hass finished, a liittle thought reveals that tthis can neveer be
the case; the delayed pulse
p
is taken
n from stored memory, andd the attenuaated one is simply a
modification of the inp
put pulse. The
e only real errror this mightt lead to is a cconfusion in tthe associatio
on of
the reado
out to the spe
ecific pulse as discussed ab
bove—unusuaally shallow p
pulses will nott prematurelyy
terminate
e the calculatiion since the CFD zero‐cro
ossing will occcur before thee end of the o
original pulse.
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Elaboration and Sim
mulation of Additional Data Analyysis Proced
dures
A: B
Baseline Anaalyses
Baseline Averager
It would be nicce to have a running
r
averaage of the basseline signal b
both for purposes of
on with the pulse
p
heights and
a to check for any systeematic changees in the baseeline which m
might
compariso
introduce
e error.
As mentioned above, we co
ommence thiss process by sstoring all non‐pulse signaal values into a 1D
array calle
ed ‘pulsarbasesave.’ The calculation wo
ould then be nothing moree than an aveerage of the vvalues
in this array were it no
ot for two pessky problems;; first, immeddiately after p
power‐up the array is initiaalized
to zero, and this will skkew the averaage in an undesired way, aand second, cconstantly havving to run
through the memory in
n order to find an average
e is computatiionally expen
nsive. Our cod
de thus mightt
seem morre complicate
ed than necesssary, but it eliminates theese two hurdles:

if pulsar<multiithreshold(0) then
if sumcountter<=savescope+2 then
pulse
esum:=pulsessum+pulsar;
sumccounter:=sum
mcounter+1;
base
elineaverage:=
=pulsesum/su
umcounter;
end if;
er>=savescop
pe+2 then
if sumcounte
pulssesum:= pulse
esum+pulsarb
basesave(0)‐ppulsarbasesavve(savescope+1);
base
elineaverage:=
=pulsesum/saavescope;
end
e if;
signalmean:=b
baselineaverage;

‐‐storee for later

‐‐(PARALLELIZE OUTTPUT to OBLA
A)—
Co
ode snippet 4:
4 Abbreviated
d baseline aveerage body
he initiation errors
e
are thu
us mitigated by
b employingg a running su
um of the num
mber of stored
Th
data points for the ave
erage as oppo
osed to just ussing the totall size of the array. Our meethod also
optimized
d computation time in the n>savescope
e regime by siimply keepingg a running su
um of the datta in
our storagge array and adding
a
the ne
ew data/subttracting the o ld data when
n appropriate. This reducess the
need to co
onstantly sum
m over the wh
hole array intto two simplee addition and
d subtraction operations p
per
cycle.
Th
he initiation jitters seen in
n the following simulation are hence staatistically releevant jitters
associated
d with the disstribution of high
h and low signal points,, and these average out w
when the mem
mory
size is able to account for the periodicity of our given
g
pulses. We are able to assert thiss with confideence
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since the running averages in the in
nitial regime always
a
returnn to what is laater seen to b
be the global
average (h
here 9 volts; =19/2 truncated, as expeccted) whenevver the amoun
nt of baselinee data taken into
account iss precisely pe
eriodic (i.e. symmetric), wh
hich is unlikelyy to occur in the case of raandom memo
ory
initiation error:

Fig.5:Runn
ning baselinee average (vollts) readout on
o bottom andd pulse at topp for referencce; pulse peakk
height co
onstant 19 vo
olts, (thresholld at 50, so wee’re in the baackground noiise regime), ssaving last 1’’000
data points (100’000pss)
Note that the output
o
is continuous, and occurs only w
when the sign
nal is below the first threshold,
which we set artificially high here fo
or purposes of
o demonstrattion; output sshuts up wheen the thresho
old is
breached and comes back
b
online on
nly when the pulse sinks bback below the threshold.

Baseline Standard Deviation
Computing the
e standard de
eviation of the
e baseline siggnal requires computing th
he difference of
the signal to the mean, squaring thiis, summing over
o
all signall points in queestion, dividing by n‐1, and
finally com
mputing the square
s
root. All
A of this is ve
ery straight foorward to implement in VHDL (especially
given our baseline storrage array insstantiated in an
a earlier parrt of the proggram) save forr the square rroot
in the very last step. Th
hough many algorithms
a
exxist, our chall enge was to o
optimize the approach forr the
types of numbers
n
we expect
e
to be dealing
d
with.
An iterative co
ontinued fracttion algorithm
m developed by the author was found tto have an op
ptimal
rate of convergence (to
o 8 iterationss or less) for numbers
n
betw
ween 1 and 20, and an atteempt was maade to
map large
er numbers in
nto this range
e by diving by successive poowers of 1000 and multiplyying back by aas
many facttors of 10, but this very qu
uickly made th
he code unmaanageably co
omplex. An eaasy modificatiion to
the algorithm was mad
de such that any
a square ro
oot in the rangge 1 to 2^42 would conveerge (to within
n6
decimal places)
p
in 23 itterations or le
ess; it was ob
bserved that tthe original allgorithm ofteen oscillated
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around itss eventual convergent valu
ue, and thus it
i made sensee to consider as input for tthe ith iteration
st
not simplyy the i‐1 parrtial sum, but rather the avverage of thee i‐1st and i‐2nd partial sumss!
he revamped algorithm un
nfortunately takes
t
much loonger to com
mpute square roots of num
mbers
Th
less than 1, but since VHDL
V
cannot handle decim
mal values thiss need not wo
orry us, as an
ny such square
root woulld truncate do
own to 0.
Th
he final algorithm, with (sttandarddevsu
um/(basecou nter‐1)) as th
he number thee square roott of
which we seek, appearrs below:

op
for ib in 0 to 25 loo
squirt:=((1+
+((standardde
evsum)/(basecounter‐1)‐1))/(squirt+1))++squirt)/2;
if ib=25 then
standarddevv:= squirt;
nd if;
en
end lo
oop;
ppet 5: Abbrevviated baselin
ne average bo
ody
Code snip

Sttandard deviaation is rather more difficu
ult to simulatee that the oth
her fitting parameters sincce
standard deviations are difficult to compute by hand
h
so that w
we might verrify the code. We can however
n from behind
d: for triangul ar pulses, thee standard deeviation should go
sneak up on our standard deviation
roughly ass the as half the
t average, which
w
we’ve already
a
compputed above! We will reason for this
heuristicaally for now—
—the average deviation on a triangular ppulse from itss mean should
d lie halfway
between the
t mean and
d the top or bottom
b
of the
e pulse, meanning that the sstandard devviation should
d be
roughly half of the meaan:

Third Quaartile (75%)
Mean (50%)

Standard D
Deviation

First Quaartile (25%)

And as we see in the follow
wing simulatio
on with constaant pulse peaak height 19 (threshold
artificiallyy inflated agaiin), this is pre
ecisely what the
t code givess us:
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Fig.6:Runn
ning baselinee average (vollts) readout on
o bottom andd pulse at topp for referencce; pulse peakk
height co
onstant 19 vo
olts, (thresholld at 50, so wee’re in the baackground noiise regime), ssaving last 1’’000
data points (100’000pss)
Iggnoring the in
nitial jitters du
ue to nothingg more than a small samplee size, the code gives us a long‐
term averrage of 9 (19//2 truncated (19
( is peak he
eight of pulsees)) and a stan
ndard deviation of 5 (almo
ost
exactly 9//2).
Fu
urther simulaations have prrovided results as expecteed.

e
Baseline Significance
Siignificance is merely the peak deviation
n from the meean divided b
by the standard deviation. The
latter wass verified above, and our peak
p
deviation
n algorithm iss identical to the pulse peaak one
implemen
nted and veriffied below. We
W will thus not go over thhe code or sim
mulation heree, since both aare
sufficientlly straightforw
ward. All simulations thus far using thee current codee have provid
ded results ass
expected

B
B: Pulse Anaalyses
Number of Electronss
Th
he algorithm for this requiires no more fancy footwoork than a sim
mple integral sum of the pu
ulse,
divided byy the numberr of electrons per volt seco
ond. That ourr integral calculations are ssound will be
demonstrrated in the fo
ollowing section, and we will
w not includde a full simullation here since the exactt
calibrations are not available at thiss time.
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Integral calculator/a
c
average heigght
Th
he integral algorithm is as simple as it should
s
be; a rrunning sum o
of the signal vvalues above the
arming th
hreshold is sto
ored for each pulse, and th
he integral is re‐initialized to zero to allow us to analyze
subsequent pulses. The average height computaation merely rrecords the tiimes of the reespective
ng edges) and
d divides the iintegral by th
he total time. Output is issued
threshold crossings (rissing and fallin
at the falling edge thre
eshold crossin
ng, again in 12
2bit parallel.
Siimulating thiss with triangu
ular pulses pro
ovides us wit h an extremeely quick way to validate th
he
code, sincce averages are readily com
mputed with mental mathh (average ougght to be exaactly halfway
between the
t peak and the arming threshold).
t
Th
he following ssimulation inccreases the pulse height by one
volt for eaach pulse, and
d, save for a truncation
t
error that occuurs when divid
ding an odd n
number by 2, the
results are
e as we anticipate:

Fig.7:Averrage pulse heeight (volts) reeadout on bottom, with m ulti‐thresholdd and pulse reeadouts abovve for
reference;; trigger thressholds at 7, 9, and 12 voltss, peak pulse heights 26‐311 increasing ffrom left to riight,
saving at most last 1’0
000 data points (100’000pss)
As an illustrative calculation
n, we can con
nsider the firsst pulse in thee above figuree; the pulse p
peaks
at 26 volts, and it is trigggered at 7 volts, so the avverage oughtt to be 33/2= 16.5. Our reaadout tells uss an
average of
o 24=16, whicch is exactly what
w
we were
e looking to w
within the unaavoidable truncation errorr.
As we might exxpect given th
he testbench, the averagee heights are sseen to increase by one fo
or
every two
o pulses, corre
esponding to a total pulse peak increasse of 2volts fo
or every two p
pulses.

Peak find
der
A simple algorithm comes to
t the rescue once again; oonce the calculation is trigggered by a pu
ulse
value over the thresho
old, variable ‘p
peak’ stores the
t highest vaalue thus far, which is oveerwritten by aany
higher peak values. The peak time is stored for laater use.
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If pulsar>=multithreshold(0
0) then
if pulsaar>peak then
n
peak:=pulsaar
peaktime:=
=accsec;
end if;
end if;
Code snip
ppet 6: Heart of
o the pulse peak
p
finder
As before, read
dout is issued
d at the threshold crossingg on the falling edge of thee pulse:

Fig.8:Peakk pulse height (volts) reado
out on bottom
m, with multi‐‐threshold annd pulse reado
outs above fo
or
reference;; trigger thressholds at 7, 9, and 12 voltss, peak pulse heights 25‐300 increasing ffrom left to riight,
saving at most last 1’0
000 data points (100’000pss)
Our
O testbench increases the
e peak pulse height by onee volt with eaach passing pulse, and indeeed
we can re
ead off the he
eights from ou
ur peak finder – 25 to 30 – by simply co
onverting binaary to decimaal.

Rising an
nd falling tim
mes
Th
his calculation cannot be reliably
r
done using only in coming pulsee data; some kind of pulse
memory must
m be imple
emented. Our code refere
ences the variiables time1 aand time2, which were
recorded in the integraal function ab
bove, and then searches thhrough the m
memory startin
ng at the peak and
then movves to the righ
ht and left in search
s
of the two times (riising and falliing) at which the pulse is ffirst
less than or equal to 90
0% of its peak value. The rising
r
and fall ing algorithm
ms are very neearly identical, so
we will on
nly show the former
f
here:
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fo
or z in (time2‐‐peaktime) to
o (time2‐time
e1) loop
if
i z>savescope then
‐‐p
program pronne to crashingg without thiss safety checkk
risettime:=0;
exit;
elsif
e pulsarsavve(z)<= 9*peaak/10 then
risettime:=(time2‐‐time1)‐z;
exit;
end
e if;
end loop;
Co
ode snippet 7:
7 Algorithm for
f computing
g rise time
he key trick here
h
is the facct that, since the
t storage aarray ‘pulsarsaave’ is updateed once per cclock
Th
cycle, the relative position of data within
w
the arrray gives us im
mportant tim
ming information; thus (tim
me2‐
time1) givves us the tottal longevity of
o the pulse, and z providees the time w
when the pulse is 90% of itss
peak as measured
m
by definition
d
from
m time 2, so the
t differencee between th
hese two num
mbers gives uss the
desired rising time:

Fig.9:Risin
ng time(in ps)) readout on bottom, with
h multi‐threshhold and pulsee readouts ab
bove for referrence;
trigger thresholds at 7,, 9, and 12 vo
olts, peak pulsse heights 25‐‐30 increasingg from left to
o right, saving
g at
most last 1’000 data points (100’00
00ps)
Th
he simulation
n nicely refleccts the fact th
hat our peak hheights are in
ncreasing linearly, as a closse
inspection
n of fig.7 reve
eals the risingg times to incrrease linearlyy as well, as expected. Thiss pattern is
sustained throughout the
t remainde
er of the simu
ulation, while the results are almost ideentical to thosse of
the fallingg time compu
utations.
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Full Widtth at Half Maximum
Th
he algorithm here is in esssence identicaal to that giveen above for tthe rising and
d falling timess; the
memory is probed from
m right and le
eft starting att the peak val ue until the p
pulse reachess half of its
maximum
m. The difference in the sto
orage location
ns of these tw
wo data pointts is computed (since storaage is
updated once
o
per clock cycle), givin
ng the time be
etween the tw
wo points and
d thus the full width at half
maximum
m:

Fig.10:FW
WHM readout (in ps) on bo
ottom, with multi‐threshol
m
ld and pulse rreadouts abovve for referen
nce;
trigger thresholds at 7,, 9, and 12 vo
olts, peak pulsse heights 25‐‐30 increasingg from left to
o right, saving
g at
most last 1’000 data points (100’00
00ps)
Siince our pulse
e heights incrrease by one volt per pulsee, we expect the FWHM to
o increase by one
clock cycle for every tw
wo pulses (du
ue to truncatio
on error); thiss is precisely what the abo
ove simulation
illustratess.

More Exo
otic Simulattions
Timing Analysis
A
Th
hough all of the
t above anaalyses were carried out wi th a wide array of differen
nt variations o
on
the repeaated triangular pulse idea (constant
(
peaak height, lineearly increasin
ng peak, lineaarly increasing
width, arttificially shallo
ow peaks, etcc.), it is of cou
urse possible tthat the codee might someehow be biaseed
towards such
s
pulses an
nd thus that it might not be
b robust enoough to handl e other shapes. To have a go at
excluding this possibility, we will exxecute a few simulations
s
w
with a more ‘n
natural’ lookin
ng pulse, nam
mely a
ussian.
single Gau
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As can be seen
n in the follow
wing figure, th
he multi‐thresshold and leaading edge caapabilities rem
main
intact:

Fig.11: A Gaussian
G
curvve top, with multi‐thresho
m
ld and leadin g edge discrim
minators belo
ow, respectiveely.
Pulse peak height 1200
0 volts, thresh
holds at 20, 40, and 75 vollts
Th
hough the CFFD parameterrs of course need to be opttimized to thee pulse shapee, the followin
ng
figure con
nfirms that we
e are at the very
v
least still getting outp ut from the C
CFD calculatio
ons. Shown beelow
these in the same figurre are the ressults from the
e peak finder,, which read aat 1199 volts – quite satisffying
considerin
ng the actual peak height of
o 1200 volts and taking trruncation error into accou
unt:

Fig.12: A Gaussian
G
curvve top, with CFD
C and pulsee finder below
w, respectivelyy. Pulse peakk height 1200 volts,
thresholdss at 10, 20, an
nd 30 volts. Delay
D
time forr first pulse off CFD is 4 clocck cycles, with
h 30% pulse
attenuatio
on for the oth
her (see CFD method
m
expla
ained above).
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A Quicck and Dirtyy How‐to G
Guide
Changingg the Thresh
holds
All threshold in
nitializations are located on
o lines 104‐1106, in the perambulatory clauses before
the body of the above algorithms:
=50
multithreshold(0)<=
=75;
multithreshold(1)<=
multithreshold(2)<=
=100;
Siimply modify the above nu
umbers for th
he first, seconnd, and third tthresholds reespectively.

Changingg the Timingg
Th
he timing is currently
c
cond
ducted by a variable (accseec) which increases by onee at each clocck
rising edgge. Picosecond
ds are, of cou
urse, a relative
ely short amoount of time, and so this vvariable is pro
one to
overloading. A quick fixx would be so
omething along the lines oof the followin
ng, in which a certain num
mber
of second
ds is defined to equal a ‘minute:’
begin
iff clk'event and clk='1' then
n

‐‐program
m loops at cloock rising edgge

acccsec<=(accse
ec+1) mod 10
0000000;
if accsec=9999999 then
t
accminute<
<=accminute+
+1;
end if;

‐‐‐Clock
‐‐‐"minute" counter

‐‐…code body here…
end if;
end process;

Using this time
e would, of co
ourse, require
e us to recordd both minutees and second
ds in our
calculations, but this might
m
be nece
essary, since, if the variablle size is capp
ped at 2^42, the code will
crash afte
er about 4 secconds (=2^42/10^‐12), asssuming clock ppulse changees once per picosecond.

Changingg global constants
Constants save
escope, delayy (for CFD), and electronchharge are inittialized in thee variable
declaratio
on section. Just in case, you know, the charge
c
of the electron spo
ontaneously d
decides to chaange.
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Appendix A: VHDL code
‐‐ Tyler Lutz; July 14, 2011;
‐‐ Signal processing operations to be integrated into FPGA;
‐‐Input‐>digital signal from ASIC, time from onboard clock;
‐‐Output‐>calculated times of arrival using three different approaches: single threshold,
multithreshold/fit, constant fraction discriminator;
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
‐‐((o))‐‐((o))‐‐((o))‐‐((o))‐‐((o))‐‐((o))‐‐((o))‐‐((o))‐‐((o))‐‐((o))‐‐
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
entity Signalprocessing_andthensome is
port( pulse: in std_logic_vector (0 to 11);
‐‐assumed that
ASIC readout is in parallel(?), and if not it is easy to parallelize serial input
clk: in std_logic;
O: out std_logic_vector (0 to 11);
‐‐Output for multithreshold mode
OL: out std_logic_vector (0 to 11);
‐‐Output for Linear regression timing calculation
OCFD: out std_logic_vector (0 to 11);
‐‐Output for const. fraction disc. timing calculation
OBLA: out std_logic_vector (0 to 11);
‐‐Output baseline average
OAVG: out std_logic_vector (0 to 11);
‐‐Output average height of pulse
OPEAK: out std_logic_vector (0 to 11);
‐‐Dedicated output for peak of pulse
OTEST: out std_logic_vector (0 to 11));
‐‐for simulating miscellaneous calculations
end Signalprocessing_andthensome;
‐‐ ==I==I==I==I==I==I==I==I==I==I==I== ‐‐
architecture Herjolfssen4 of Signalprocessing_andthensome is
‐‐
type tok is (thresh, multithresh, cfractdiscrim, v);
‐‐ thresh‐> single threshold,
multithresh‐> what it sounds like, cfract...‐> continuous fraction disctiminator, v‐> what did we say
about the man behind the curtain?
‐‐
signal sitka: tok:=thresh;
‐‐Sitka specifies mode of calculation
‐‐uncomment if
case statement used to specify mode of timing analysis
signal acc: integer:=0;
‐‐our stopwatch
signal accsec: integer :=0;
‐‐"seconds" or any other arbitrary time unit, to be adjusted based on the frequency of clock
used.
type gaul is array(natural range <>) of integer;
‐‐define unconstrained array
type
signal multithreshtime: gaul (1 to 3);
‐‐individual threshold‐breaking times for the multithreshold mode
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signal pulsebit: gaul (0 to 11);
‐‐pulse is converted later to an integer for calculation purposes; this is an intermediate step
signal multithreshold: gaul (0 to 2);
‐‐stores our three constant threshold values for the multithresh mode

begin
process(clk)
variable baselineaverage: integer:=0; ‐‐ outputs to OBLA (Output Base Line Average)
variable pulsesum: integer :=0;
‐‐for baseline averager, stores sum of non‐important
background data
variable ymean: integer;
‐‐mean of thresholds (for linear regression)
variable xmean: integer;
‐‐mean of times of threshold crossing
variable ssxx: integer:=0;
‐‐sum of squares, for use in linear regression calculation
variable ssxy: integer:=0;
‐‐ditto
variable pulsar: integer:=0;
‐‐ intergized value of incoming pulse
constant savescope: integer:=1000;
‐‐scope size of CFD delay memory and base line averager (here, last 1000 data points)
variable pulsarsave: gaul (0 to savescope+4);
‐‐allows us to delay the pulse (the 10^10 is totally arbitrary)
variable pulsarbasesave: gaul (0 to savescope+4); ‐‐memory of last savescope non‐
pulse reading heights
variable time1: integer:=0;
‐‐in integral calculator, time of first threshold
crossing
variable time2: integer:=0;
‐‐"
" time of falling below threshold
variable timeA: integer:=0;
‐‐time of baseline average crossing
variable timeB: integer:=0;
‐‐time when pulse returns below baseline average
constant delay: integer:=10;
‐‐delay length for CFD (150‐200 ps = 4 using our
clock specs (see testbench))
constant electroncharge: integer:=16; ‐‐no support for floating types... :(
variable eventprint: gaul (0 to 4);
‐‐array output, listing arrival time against event number
variable eventprintread: gaul (0 to 3); ‐‐"scratchpaper" variable
variable inhibit: integer:=0;
‐‐negative feedback
variable inhibit_cfd: integer:=0;
‐‐ditto
variable threeyep: integer:=0;
‐‐honk if threshold three has been breached
variable linfitzero: integer:=0;
‐‐ time data from linear regression, to be read out to OL(0
to 11) in binary
variable peak: integer:=0;
‐‐ height of the peak
variable basecounter: integer:=0;
‐‐numbers the initial data for early baseline averaging
variable integralsum: integer:=0;
‐‐the actual integral
variable intaverage: integer:=0;
‐‐outputs to OAVG; average height of pulse
variable signalmean: integer:=0;
‐‐for calculating number of electrons
variable Integralsumstore: integer:=0; ‐‐stores integral using mean background crossings as indices
variable nelectrons: integer:=0;
‐‐number of incident elections in a pulse
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variable peaktime: integer:=0;
‐‐time at which peak occurs
variable risetime: integer:=0;
‐‐time pulse takes to rise from first threshold to 90% of peak
variable falltime: integer:=0;
‐‐time pulse takes to fall from 90% of first threshold down to first
threshold
variable FWHM: integer:=0;
‐‐full width at half maximum
variable halffronttime: integer:=0;
‐‐for FWHM calculation; absolute time at which pulse rises to
reache half its maximum
variable halfbacktime: integer:=0;
‐‐"
" falls "
"
variable standarddev: integer:=0;
‐‐ standard deviation of baseline
variable standarddevsum: integer:=0; ‐‐ a running sum of stored baseline data (last savescope #
of points) minus baseline mean all squared
variable peakdeviation: integer:=0;
‐‐largest deviation from mean of baseline
variable significance: integer:=0;
‐‐largest deviation of baseline devided by its standard
deviation
variable squirt: integer:=0;
‐‐a dummy variable whihc facilitates square root calculation using
a continued fraction algorithm
variable tester: integer:=0;
variable sumcounter: integer:=0;
‐‐ ==I==I==I==I==I==I==I==I==I==I==I== ‐‐
begin
if clk'event and clk='1' then
pulsar:=0;
calculation below
accsec<=accsec+1;

‐‐program loops at clock rising edge

‐‐our oscilloscope data, reinitialized to allow for sum in integerizing
‐‐out stopwatch

for j in 0 to 11 loop
‐‐ intigerizing the input pulse; logic
vector to binary array to integer(pulsar)
if pulse(j)='1' then
pulsebit(j)<=1;
‐‐binary array
elsif pulse(j)='0' then
pulsebit(j)<=0;
end if;
pulsar:= pulsar+(pulsebit(j))*(2**(j)); ‐‐actual binary to integer
conversion
end loop;

multithreshold(0)<=50;

‐‐specify desired threshold values for multithreshold

claculations
multithreshold(1)<=75;
multithreshold(2)<=100;

if pulsar<multithreshold(0) then ‐‐initialize output to 0
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for t in 11 downto 0 loop
O(t)<='0';
OL(t)<='0';
OCFD(t)<='0';
inhibit_cfd:=0;
end loop;
end if;

if ((inhibit=1 or threeyep=1 or inhibit_cfd=1 or pulsar<multithreshold(0)) and
pulsarsave(0)/=pulsar)then
‐‐shut up output (supposing there is some) if pulse changes
for s in 0 to 11 loop
O(s)<='0';
‐‐reset in case new reading will be needed soon
OL(s)<='0';
OCFD(s)<='0';
OBLA(s)<='0';
OAVG(s)<='0';
OPEAK(s)<='0';
‐‐ OTEST(s)<='0';
end loop;
threeyep:=0;
‐‐reset to allow continued data acquisition
ssxx:=0;
ssxy:=0;
inhibit:=0;
FWHM:=0;
end if;

for k in savescope downto 1 loop

‐‐pulse saver, for use in

averaging and delaying pulse
pulsarsave(k):=pulsarsave(k‐1);

‐‐shift data over one bin

in pulsarsave
end loop;
pulsarsave(0):=pulsar;
‐‐stick new incoming data in bin 0

if pulsar<multithreshold(0) then
basecounter:=basecounter+1;
‐‐counts the baseline data by assigning each data
point a cardinal number
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for m in (savescope+2) downto 1 loop
‐‐flesh out the storage array
pulsarbasesave(m):=pulsarbasesave(m‐1);
end loop;
pulsarbasesave(0):=pulsar;

‐‐store baseline output in array

end if;
‐‐‐‐
‐‐ VNNVNMVNVMVNVMVNVMVNVMVNVMVNVMVNVMVNVMVNVMVNVMVNVMVNVMVNVMVNV
‐‐MULTITHRESHOLD
‐‐ ensures only rising edges are counted
if pulsar>=multithreshold(0) and inhibit=0 and
pulsarsave(1)<multithreshold(0) then
‐‐using lowest threshold as the trigger
eventprint(0):=accsec;
‐‐time stored in eventprint
eventprintread(0):=eventprint(0);
for q in 11 downto 0 loop
if eventprintread(0)>=(2**q) then
O(q)<='1';
eventprintread(0):=eventprintread(0)‐2**q;
else
O(q)<='0';
end if;
if q=1 and eventprintread(0)=1 then
O(0)<='1';
end if;
if q=0 then
inhibit:=1;
end if;
end loop;
end if;
‐‐12121212121121212121212112‐‐
if pulsar>=multithreshold(1) and inhibit=0 and pulsarsave(1)<multithreshold(1) then
‐‐threshold 2
eventprint(1):=accsec;
‐‐time stored in
eventprint array
eventprintread(1):=eventprint(1);
for q in 11 downto 0 loop
if eventprintread(1)>=(2**q) then
O(q)<='1';
eventprintread(1):=eventprintread(1)‐2**q;
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else
O(q)<='0';
end if;
if q=1 and eventprintread(1)=1 then
O(0)<='1';
end if;
if q=0 then
inhibit:=1;
end if;
end loop;
end if;
‐‐23232323232323232323232323232‐‐
if pulsar>=multithreshold(2) and inhibit=0 and
pulsarsave(1)<multithreshold(2) then
‐‐threshold 3
threeyep:=1;
eventprint(2):=accsec;
‐‐time stored in
eventprint array
eventprintread(2):=eventprint(2);
for q in 11 downto 0 loop
if eventprintread(2)>=(2**q) then
O(q)<='1';
eventprintread(2):=eventprintread(2)‐2**q;
else
O(q)<='0';
end if;
if q=1 and eventprintread(2)=1 then
O(0)<='1';
end if;
if q=0 then
inhibit:=1;
end if;
end loop;
end if;
‐‐VNNVNMVNVMVNVMVNVMVNVMVNVMVNVMVNVMVNVMVNVMVNVMVNVMVNVMVNVMVNV

‐‐ ||| | | | | | |

|

if threeyep=1 then

|

|

|

| | | | | | |||

‐‐

‐‐LINEAR FIT

xmean:= (eventprint(0) + eventprint(1) + eventprint(2))/
‐‐multiply by thousand to reduce truncation error
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ymean:= (1000*multithreshold(0) + 1000*multithreshold(1) + 1000*multithreshold(2))/3;
‐‐def of ymean
for i in 0 to 2 loop
‐‐ LINEAR FIT: y = a + bx ‐> b=ssxy/ssxx, (see
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/LeastSquaresFitting.html)
ssxx:=ssxx + (eventprint(i)‐xmean)**2;
‐‐ssxx=sum(xi^2‐xmean^2), n=3
ssxy:=ssxy + ((‐1)*xmean*ymean + 1000*eventprint(i)*multithreshold(i));
‐‐ssxy=sum(xi*yi‐xmean*ymean)
end loop;
‐‐ linear fit b=ssxy/ssxx, a=ymean‐b*xmean

linfitzero:=xmean ‐ (ymean*ssxx)/ssxy;
‐‐f(x)= a + bx ‐> x=‐a/b for f(x) = 0, and ‐a/b = xmean‐ymean/b
for u in 11 downto 0 loop
if linfitzero>(2**u) then
OL(u)<='1';
linfitzero:=linfitzero‐2**u;
else
OL(u)<='0';
end if;
end loop;

end if;
‐‐ ||| | | | | | |

|

|

|

|

| | | | | | |||

‐‐

‐‐_/__/___/____/_____/______/_______/________/_________/__________/___________/
‐‐____________/_____________/______________/_______________/
if (pulsar>multithreshold(0)) and inhibit_cfd=0 then
‐‐first threshold "arms" the Constant Fraction
Discrimination calculation
‐‐ multiply by ten to reduce truncation error
if ((‐30*pulsar/10+10*pulsarsave(delay)) > 0) then
‐‐pulse attenuated to 30% (=3/10), inverted, and added to the delayed pulse (2000
indicates length of delay, to be adjusted based on actual clock freq)
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eventprint(3):=accsec‐delay;
‐‐time of zerocrossing recorded (delay time subtracted)
end if;

for v in 11 downto 0 loop
if eventprint(3)>=(2**v) then
OCFD(v)<='1';
eventprint(3):=eventprint(3)‐2**v;
else
OCFD(v)<='0';
end if;
if v=0 then
inhibit_cfd:=1;
end if;
end loop;
end if;

‐‐_/__/___/____/_____/______/_______/________/_________/__________/___________/
‐‐____________/_____________/______________/_______________/

‐‐<<(([|]))>><<(([|]))>><<(([|]))>><<(([|]))>><<(([|]))>><<(([|]))>><<(([|]))>><<(([|]))>>‐‐
if pulsar<multithreshold(0) then

‐‐BASELINE AVERAGER

if sumcounter<=savescope+2 then
pulsesum:=pulsesum+pulsar;
sumcounter:=sumcounter+1;
baselineaverage:=pulsesum/sumcounter;
end if;
if sumcounter>=savescope+2 then
pulsesum:= pulsesum+pulsarbasesave(0)‐pulsarbasesave(savescope+1);
baselineaverage:=pulsesum/savescope;
end if;
signalmean:=baselineaverage;

‐‐store for later

for w in 11 downto 0 loop
‐‐readout in parallel
if baselineaverage>=(2**w) then
‐‐...
OBLA(w)<='1';
baselineaverage:=baselineaverage‐2**w;
else
OBLA(w)<='0';
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end if;
end loop;
end if;

‐‐>>))]|[((<< (([|])) >>))]|[((<< (([|]) >>))]|[((<< (([|])) >>))]|[((<< (([|])) >>))]|[((<< (([|])) >>))]|[((<<‐‐
standarddevsum:=0;
if sumcounter<=savescope then
‐‐initialization error mitigation
for zz in basecounter‐1 downto 0 loop
‐‐ standard deviation
standarddevsum:= standarddevsum+(abs(pulsarbasesave(zz)‐signalmean))**2; ‐‐the usual
summing‐difference‐from‐mean‐and‐squaring process
if zz=0 then
squirt:=standarddevsum/2;
‐‐ just a rough estimate to speed convergence of continued
fraction
if basecounter = 1 then ‐‐avoid catastrophic division by zero
standarddev:=0;
else
for ib in 0 to 100 loop
squirt:=((1+((standarddevsum)/(basecounter‐1)‐1)/(squirt+1))+squirt)/2;
‐‐dividing by n‐1 and then squarerooting (using continued fraction algorithm), and averaging with the
‐‐'next' partial sum in order to speed convergence
if ib=100 then
standarddev:= squirt;
end if;
end loop;
end if;
end if;
end loop;
end if;
if sumcounter>savescope then
for zz in savescope downto 0 loop
‐‐ standard deviation
standarddevsum:= standarddevsum+(abs(pulsarbasesave(zz)‐signalmean))**2; ‐‐the usual
summing‐difference‐from‐mean‐and‐squaring process
if zz=0 then
squirt:=standarddevsum/2;
‐‐ just a rough estimate to speed convergence of continued
fraction
for ib in 0 to 100 loop
squirt:=((1+((standarddevsum)/(savescope‐1)‐1)/(squirt+1))+squirt)/2;
‐‐dividing by n‐1 and then squarerooting (using continued fraction algorithm), and averaging with the
‐‐'next' partial sum in order to speed convergence
if ib=100 then
standarddev:= squirt;
end if;
end loop;
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end if;
end loop;
end if;
‐‐SIGNIFICANCE CALCULATION
‐‐peakdeviation reinitialized to mean to eliminate layover from

peakdeviation:=signalmean;
previous calculation(s)
for z in sumcounter‐1 downto 0 loop
‐‐ significance is only to within the
savescope, but this can be changed according to specs
if (abs(pulsarbasesave(z)‐signalmean)>peakdeviation)then
peakdeviation:=pulsarbasesave(z);
‐‐HOLEY MOLEY! we have a
winner!
end if;
if z=0 then
if standarddev=0 then
significance:=0;
else
significance:=peakdeviation/standarddev;
‐‐ when done running through the
memory, calculate significance
end if;
end if;
end loop;
‐‐>>))]|[((<< (([|])) >>))]|[((<< (([|]) >>))]|[((<< (([|])) >>))]|[((<< (([|])) >>))]|[((<< (([|])) >>))]|[((<<‐‐

if pulsar>=multithreshold(0) then
‐‐PEAK FINDER
if pulsar>peak then
peak:=pulsar;
peaktime:=accsec;
end if;
end if;

‐‐find largest pulsar
‐‐and store it in "peak"

if pulsar<multithreshold(0) and pulsarsave(1)>=multithreshold(0) then
‐‐when pulse goes below 1st threshold
for y in 11 downto 0 loop
‐‐readout in parallel
if peak>=(2**y) then
OPEAK(y)<='1';
peak:=peak‐2**y;
‐‐automatically reinitializes 'peak' to zero!!!
else
OPEAK(y)<='0';
end if;
end loop;
end if;
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‐‐>>))]|[((<< (([|])) >>))]|[((<< (([|]) >>))]|[((<< (([|])) >>))]|[((<< (([|])) >>))]|[((<< (([|])) >>))]|[((<<‐‐

if pulsar>=multithreshold(0) then
‐‐INTEGRAL CALCULATOR‐OUTPUTS AVERAGE HEIGHT
if pulsarsave(1)<multithreshold(0) then
time1:=accsec;
end if;
integralsum:= integralsum + pulsar;

‐‐store time of first threshold‐crossing

‐‐sum all data points

end if;
if pulsar <= multithreshold (0) and pulsarsave(1)>multithreshold(0) then
time2:=accsec;
intaverage:=(integralsum/(time2‐time1));
integralsum:=0;
‐‐prepare for next calculation
for x in 11 downto 0 loop
‐‐readout in parallel
if intaverage>=(2**x) then
OAVG(x)<='1';
intaverage:=intaverage‐2**x;
else
OAVG(x)<='0';
end if;
end loop;
end if;

‐‐<< \>><</ />><<\ \>><</ />><<\ />><<\ />><<\ \>><</ />><<\ \>><</ >>‐‐
‐‐ >> << <> >> << <> >> << <> >> << <> >> << <> >> << <> >> << <> >> << <> >> << <> >> << ‐‐
‐‐<< />><<\ />><<\ \>><</ />><<\ \>><</ />><<\ \>><</ />><<\ />><<\ >>‐‐

‐‐o‐‐O‐‐0‐‐<>‐‐0‐‐O‐‐o‐‐+‐‐o‐‐O‐‐0‐‐<>‐‐0‐‐O‐‐o‐‐+‐‐o‐‐O‐‐0‐‐<>‐‐0‐‐O‐‐o‐‐+‐‐o‐‐O‐‐0‐‐<>‐‐0‐‐O‐‐o‐‐+‐‐o‐‐O‐‐
if pulsar>=signalmean then
if pulsarsave(1)<signalmean then
timeA:=accsec;
end if;

‐‐NELECTRONS
‐‐store time of deviation from mean

integralsumstore:= integralsumstore + pulsar;
end if;
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‐‐sum all data points

if pulsar <= multithreshold (0) and pulsarsave(1)>multithreshold(0) then
‐‐if signal dips
below mean...
timeB:=accsec;
‐‐store that time
nelectrons:=(integralsumstore*(time2‐time1))/(50*(electroncharge/10**(20)));
‐‐take integral and divide by electron charge
integralsumstore:=0;
end if;
‐‐ >>‐‐0‐‐O‐‐o‐‐+‐‐o‐‐O‐‐0‐‐<< >>‐‐0‐‐O‐‐o‐‐+‐‐o‐‐O‐‐0‐‐<< >>‐‐0‐‐O‐‐o‐‐+‐‐o‐‐O‐‐0‐‐<< >>‐‐0‐‐O‐‐o‐‐+‐‐o‐‐O

if pulsar <= multithreshold(0) and pulsarsave(1)>multithreshold(0) then ‐‐GET RISING AND FALLING
TIMES
time2:=accsec;
for z in (time2‐peaktime) downto 0 loop
if z>savescope then
‐‐program prone to crashing without this safety check
falltime:=0;
exit;
elsif pulsarsave(z)<= 9*peak/10 then
falltime:=z;
exit;
end if;
end loop;

for z in (time2‐peaktime) to (time2‐time1) loop
if z>savescope then
‐‐program prone to crashing without this safety check
risetime:=0;
exit;
elsif pulsarsave(z)<= 9*peak/10 then
risetime:=(time2‐time1)‐z;
exit;
end if;
end loop;

end if;
‐‐o‐‐O‐‐0‐‐<>‐‐0‐‐O‐‐o‐‐+‐‐o‐‐O‐‐0‐‐<>‐‐0‐‐O‐‐o‐‐+‐‐o‐‐O‐‐0‐‐<>‐‐0‐‐O‐‐o‐‐+‐‐o‐‐O‐‐0‐‐<>‐‐0‐‐O‐‐o‐‐+‐‐o‐‐O‐‐

if pulsar <= multithreshold(0) and pulsarsave(1)>multithreshold(0) then ‐‐GET FWHM TIME
for z in (accsec‐peaktime) downto 0 loop
if z>savescope then
‐‐program prone to crashing without this safety check
halfbacktime:=0;
exit;
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elsif pulsarsave(z)= 5*peak/10 then
halfbacktime:=time2‐z;
exit;
end if;
end loop;

for z in (accsec‐peaktime) to (time2‐time1) loop
if z>savescope then
‐‐program prone to crashing without this safety check
halffronttime:=0;
exit;
elsif pulsarsave(z)= 5*peak/10 then
halffronttime:=time2‐z;
exit;
end if;
end loop;
FWHM:=halfbacktime‐halffronttime;
end if;

‐‐ >>‐‐0‐‐O‐‐o‐‐+‐‐o‐‐O‐‐0‐‐<< >>‐‐0‐‐O‐‐o‐‐+‐‐o‐‐O‐‐0‐‐<< >>‐‐0‐‐O‐‐o‐‐+‐‐o‐‐O‐‐0‐‐<< >>‐‐0‐‐O‐‐o‐‐+‐‐o‐‐O
tester:=standarddev;
for x in 11 downto 0 loop
‐‐readout in parallel
if tester>=(2**x) then
OTEST(x)<='1';
tester:=tester ‐2**x;
else
OTEST(x)<='0';
end if;
end loop;

end if;
end process;
end Herjolfssen4;

‐‐<<(([|]))>><<(([|]))>><<(([|]))>><<(([|]))>><<(([|]))>><<(([|]))>><<(([|]))>><<(([|]))>><<(([|]))>>
‐‐ >> << <> >> << <> >> << <> >> << <> >> << <> >> << <> >> << <> >> << <> >> <<
‐‐<<(([|]))>><<(([|]))>><<(([|]))>><<(([|]))>><<(([|]))>><<(([|]))>><<(([|]))>><<(([|]))>><<(([|]))>>
‐‐ >> << <> >> << <> >> << <> >> << <> >> << <> >> << <> >> << <> >> << <> >> <<
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‐‐<<(([|]))>><<(([|]))>><<(([|]))>><<(([|]))>><<(([|]))>><<(([|]))>><<(([|]))>><<(([|]))>><<(([|]))>>

Appendix B: A simple test bench: triangular pulses with linearly increasing peak height
LIBRARY IEEE;
LIBRARY MAXII;
USE IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.ALL;
USE
MAXII.MAXII_COMPONENTS.ALL;
‐‐ Set up this testbench as an entity
entity test_signalprocessing_andthensome is
end test_signalprocessing_andthensome;
‐‐ Create an implementation of the entity
‐‐ (May have several per entity)
architecture testbench5 of test_signalprocessing_andthensome is
‐‐ Set up the signals on the 3bit_counter
signal clk : std_logic;
signal pulse: std_logic_vector (0 to 11);
signal O: std_logic_vector (0 to 11);
signal OL: std_logic_vector (0 to 11);
signal OCFD: std_logic_vector (0 to 11);
signal OBLA: std_logic_vector (0 to 11);
signal OAVG: std_logic_vector (0 to 11);
signal OPEAK: std_logic_vector (0 to 11);
signal OTEST: std_logic_vector (0 to 11);
begin
‐‐ dut = device under test (same name as top project from Quartus)
dut : entity work.Signalprocessing_andthensome
‐‐ Map the ports from the dut to this testbench
port map (
clk => clk,
O(0)=>O(0),
O(1)=>O(1),
O(2)=>O(2),
O(3)=>O(3),
O(4)=>O(4),
O(5)=>O(5),
O(6)=>O(6),
O(7)=>O(7),
O(8)=>O(8),
O(9)=>O(9),
O(10)=>O(10),
O(11)=>O(11),
OL(0)=>OL(0),
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OL(1)=>OL(1),
OL(2)=>OL(2),
OL(3)=>OL(3),
OL(4)=>OL(4),
OL(5)=>OL(5),
OL(6)=>OL(6),
OL(7)=>OL(7),
OL(8)=>OL(8),
OL(9)=>OL(9),
OL(10)=>OL(10),
OL(11)=>OL(11),
OCFD(0)=>OCFD(0),
OCFD(1)=>OCFD(1),
OCFD(2)=>OCFD(2),
OCFD(3)=>OCFD(3),
OCFD(4)=>OCFD(4),
OCFD(5)=>OCFD(5),
OCFD(6)=>OCFD(6),
OCFD(7)=>OCFD(7),
OCFD(8)=>OCFD(8),
OCFD(9)=>OCFD(9),
OCFD(10)=>OCFD(10),
OCFD(11)=>OCFD(11),
OBLA(0)=>OBLA(0),
OBLA(1)=>OBLA(1),
OBLA(2)=>OBLA(2),
OBLA(3)=>OBLA(3),
OBLA(4)=>OBLA(4),
OBLA(5)=>OBLA(5),
OBLA(6)=>OBLA(6),
OBLA(7)=>OBLA(7),
OBLA(8)=>OBLA(8),
OBLA(9)=>OBLA(9),
OBLA(10)=>OBLA(10),
OBLA(11)=>OBLA(11),
OAVG(0)=>OAVG(0),
OAVG(1)=>OAVG(1),
OAVG(2)=>OAVG(2),
OAVG(3)=>OAVG(3),
OAVG(4)=>OAVG(4),
OAVG(5)=>OAVG(5),
OAVG(6)=>OAVG(6),
OAVG(7)=>OAVG(7),
OAVG(8)=>OAVG(8),
OAVG(9)=>OAVG(9),
OAVG(10)=>OAVG(10),
OAVG(11)=>OAVG(11),
OPEAK(0)=>OPEAK(0),
OPEAK(1)=>OPEAK(1),
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OPEAK(2)=>OPEAK(2),
OPEAK(3)=>OPEAK(3),
OPEAK(4)=>OPEAK(4),
OPEAK(5)=>OPEAK(5),
OPEAK(6)=>OPEAK(6),
OPEAK(7)=>OPEAK(7),
OPEAK(8)=>OPEAK(8),
OPEAK(9)=>OPEAK(9),
OPEAK(10)=>OPEAK(10),
OPEAK(11)=>OPEAK(11),
OTEST(0)=>OTEST(0),
OTEST(1)=>OTEST(1),
OTEST(2)=>OTEST(2),
OTEST(3)=>OTEST(3),
OTEST(4)=>OTEST(4),
OTEST(5)=>OTEST(5),
OTEST(6)=>OTEST(6),
OTEST(7)=>OTEST(7),
OTEST(8)=>OTEST(8),
OTEST(9)=>OTEST(9),
OTEST(10)=>OTEST(10),
OTEST(11)=>OTEST(11),
pulse(0)=>pulse(0),
pulse(1)=>pulse(1),
pulse(2)=>pulse(2),
pulse(3)=>pulse(3),
pulse(4)=>pulse(4),
pulse(5)=>pulse(5),
pulse(6)=>pulse(6),
pulse(7)=>pulse(7),
pulse(8)=>pulse(8),
pulse(9)=>pulse(9),
pulse(10)=>pulse(10),
pulse(11)=>pulse(11));
‐‐ Set up the signals
stimulus : process is
variable gosh: integer :=0;
variable pulser: integer :=0;
variable pulserarith: integer:=0;
type direction is (up, down);
variable move: direction:=up;
variable kjuin: integer:=25;
begin
‐‐ Just make a clock
loop
if pulser = kjuin then
move:=down;
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elsif pulser=1 then
move:=up;
kjuin:=kjuin+1;
end if;
case move is
when up=>
pulser:=pulser+1;
when down=>
pulser:=pulser‐1;
end case;
pulserarith:=pulser;‐‐+kjuin;
for q in 11 downto 0 loop
if pulserarith> 2**q then
pulse(q)<='1';
pulserarith:=pulserarith‐2**q;
else
pulse(q)<='0';
end if;
end loop;
clk <= '0'; wait for 50 ps;
clk <= '1'; wait for 50 ps;
clk <= '0'; wait for 50 ps;
clk <= '1'; wait for 50 ps;
clk <= '0'; wait for 50 ps;
clk <= '1'; wait for 50 ps;

end loop;
end process stimulus;
end architecture testbench5;
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